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As we approached the square, the garden was
buzzing, with drinkers, diners, and waiters - 100
covers can be served outside, about the same
as the restaurant inside, where you can choose
to eat either in the bar area (lively), the side
area (more serene) or one of 2 private rooms
(very chilled).

Being of more advanced years, my guest and I
were shown to the ‘more serene’ section, where
the decor echoed that of the nearby famous
museum, both in its classical colours and framed
drawings on the walls.

Mark, the General Manager, came over to talk us
through the wine list - it’s always nice to meet a
fellow oenophile (wine lover I hasten to add), so I
decided to go off-piste with the Scribbler Verdelho
(delightful - dry with a mellow aftertaste) whilst my
guest remained faithful to her trusted Sauvignon
Blanc (OK, but a bit bland for me). Most of the
wines were available both by the bottle and the
glass, apart from some of the ones towards the
bottom of the list. This meant that I didn’t get to try
Mark’s favourite Carignan ‘Flying Fish’, since my
guest (a blonde) ‘doesn’t do reds’ - the colours
clash evidently. 

My prawn cocktail starter was beautifully presented
in a tall glass on beach towel-type napkin
(apologies to any Germans), with a slice of lemon
on the side - I do like those little attentions to detail.
My guest began with lamb kofkas, the kitchen
having already run out of her first choice - scallops
- which perversely pleased me, there being no
better indication of freshly-prepared food. 

Mains were the seafood linguine for me and sea
bass for my guest. The linguine is one of the Lion’s
staples, although when chef Tom (also ex-Trout)
came over to our table afterwards to enquire about
our meal (another plus point), he mentioned that
he does tweak it from time to time, the prawns
being a recent addition. Good - keeps the regulars
on their toes. 

Special mention must go to the Sharing Platter;
effectively 4 desserts for the price of 2, and as Mark
commented, “Ridiculously good value!”, which
seems an appropriate epithet for The Red Lion.   

www.redlionoxford.co.uk

It’s a well-known fact that fish spawn upstream. I was still surprised
though, to find this sister establishment to The Trout thriving in Central
Oxford, just around the corner from The Ashmolean. Matthew Wright
reviews The Red Lion for B4 Magazine.
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“the decor echoed that of the nearby 
famous museum, both in its classical
colours and framed drawings on the

walls”


